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1. Preamble 

The dispute between Positive Economics and Normative Economics is old, still vivid, and it is 

likely will continue in an undefined horizon of time. Prima facie, it seems they are two swords 

assigned to the same scabbard. Nonetheless, I’m afraid it is not so simple at all. The economic 

activity is, as it is well known, a praxiological activity, not a practical one. This means, it is dealing 

with both nature and people. In what regards the nature, we need a Positive Economics (that is, a 

managerial device), while with regard to people, we need a Normative Economics. Then, where is 

the Political Economics located? Well, the Political Economics should be a theoretical construction 

grounded on both Positive Economics and Normative Economics. As it is known, Positive 

Economics is working almost exclusively with the concept of economic capital (either physical or 

human), and, starting from it, is dealing with the substantive utility (assigned usually to either 

income or wealth). Alternatively, Normative Economics seems to work (or being susceptible to 

work) especially with the concept of social capital, which is close linked to the social justice (the 

latter being understood in a largest sense, that is including the social rightness). Further, I’ll provide 

some qualitative considerations regarding the association between Political Economics and the 

social capital. 

2. The ubiquity of the politics 

As its own name is indicating, Political Economics is a political theory (or at least, discipline), so 

its main determinants regarding the principles, theorems, lemmas and suggestions for public policy 

are both originated and embedded by the political lane. When I speak about political lane I do not 

understand at no rate the politics involvement, but just the political dimension (or, better, value) of 

the society. That any society, however rudimentary would be, cannot be than a political social 

structure, is, of course, outside any doubt. In this context, in which the politics is understood 

without reference to parties, but with general reference to the social system, the political a priori 

determination of the society functioning and evolution seems be impossible to be denied. In fact, 

the entire designing of society is made starting from and ending with political values which are 

aimed at and desired (how common and acceptable for all those political values are, is a separate 

issue). Of course, the crucial problem here is whether there are such political values which could be 

granted as basic (or as generating the most part of the operational political values further). In my 

opinion, such a question can better be formulated as: are there certain kinds of capital which are 

fundamentally pursuit by all (or, at least, by the majority of individuals, somewhat generically 

built)? As shown before, the answer is affirmative, both for the Positive Economics and for the 

Normative Economics. So, then, we must choose between their choices. Have we a safe criterion to 

do that? Again, the answer is (quite) affirmative. Such a criterion should be exactly assigned to the 

political background of the society, that is, to the political ends which are pursuit by the individuals. 

The history has prominently proved that the „average” individual searches rather symbolic utility 

(for example, the self-respect or, equivalently, the human dignity) than the substantive one (for 

example, wealth or income). Moreover, there are copiously documented cases which suggest that, 

secretly, the richest persons want rather human warmth and affection than economic power (of 

course, any exception strengthens the rule). And the „marginal rate of substitution”, if any, of the 

substantive utility with the symbolic one, is enormous; as suggested, the most part of the symbolic 

utilities are, in fact, non-substitutable – for example, money with love, unless by love is understood 

simply sex, where there is, it seems, the oldest market of transactions, so for that sort of 

substitution). In other words, the economic capital cannot be a first stage, and then, in a second 

stage and based on the first one, the social capital may be acquired. I agree with one who would say, 

at this point, that, in fact, the other sense of the politics (that is, the politics understood as actual 

„production” of parties) is to be the engine of preferring the economic capital. But, is there, really, 

an explanation for such an idea? I think, yes. Let’s me defend myself. 



 the politics is the institutional device to generate, hold, and increase the power. By power 

must be understood the capability to impose purposes for others (when means are also 

imposed, it is relatively easy to prove it is, in fact, a masked way to impose purposes). By 

imposing purposes the freedom is limited, because substitutes the own people’s purposes 

with external ones; 

 in a democratic society, the purposes imposing happened through the majority’s vote. We 

must accept that the public imposing of purposes (that is, in a democratic way) doesn not 

limits the freedom (or, if, in fact, does, such a limiting is acceptable); 

 so, the political parties, by using the democratic mechanisms, (could) gain the power which, 

then, they uses to maintain or increase their power. It is functioning here a sort of positive 

feed-back (but, fortunately, with frequent defects); 

 the asymmetric power distribution (leaders vs. leds) will always confine the operational 

goal of power holding towards acquiring the economic capital, because the economic 

capital is the pervasive mean to buy the political votes; 

 instead, if we are talking about the social capital, it could arise (and could be pursued) if 

and only if either the power distribution is asymmetric (which makes the concept of power 

as being a non-sense) or the power holder is symmetrically exchanged. 

3. Putting together Political Economics and social capital 

Thus, the Political Economics should be not an academic discipline only (as the currently 

Economics is), but, without losing its scientific ground, it must be a normative theory concerned 

about the social capital. To be mentioned that, regarding the economic capital, there are many 

institutional mechanisms proposed to mitigate the economic inequality (for example, that expressed 

in income or wealth) – see the principle of difference of John Rawls – while, regarding the social 

capital, by now, only the social justice theory is concerned about. Results it from this, that the 

Political Economics probably would need to capture the social justice theory inside its own 

conceptual and methodological body? With certainty, it should do that. Political Economics must 

become a general theory on the social capital, which will address all the kinds of the social capital 

(for example, communication, participation, freedom, or reciprocity). By now, the social justice 

theory was been developed from two radical perspectives: a) the procedural perspective (see the 

work of John Rawls); b) the outcome perspective (see the work of Amartya Sen or of Martha 

Nussbaum), while Robert Nozick is rather positioned in an ambiguous place between. But no one 

from them didn’t go beyond the philosophical statements, although some practical mechanisms and 

institutions were been already proposed. It is needed a connection between social justice theory and 

the economic theory must be done, and, of course, such a connection could be best intermediated by 

the concept of social capital. In my opinion, many social philosophers (and even theoretical 

philosophers) should be convoked and new debates should be initiated with them above the time 

arch.  


